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 4 CHANSONS SANS PAROLES, OP. 3 09:16 
1  No. 1. Allegro 01:56 
2  No. 2. Andante con espressione 02:33 
3  No. 3. Andante con moto 02:29 
4  No. 4. Con moto 02:13
 2 CHANSONS SANS PAROLES, OP. 5 07:52 
5  No. 1. Allegro con fuoco 03:19  
6  No. 2. Con moto  04:31
 4 CHANSONS SANS PAROLES, OP. 12 10:43 
7  No. 1. Con moto 02:15 
8  No. 2. Moderato 02:19 
9  No. 3. Andante con moto 03:05 
0  No. 4. Allegro 03:03
 4 CHANSONS SANS PAROLES, OP. 14 08:56 
!  No. 1. Andante con moto 01:33 
@  No. 2. Andante cantabile 01:48 
#  No. 3. Andante con moto 03:57 
$  No. 4. Moderato 01:32
%  CHANSON SANS PAROLES, OP. 36 02:23
^  CHANSON SANS PAROLES IN D MINOR 01:42
&  ANDANTE CANTABILE  05:55
 3 VALSES, OP. 17 12:18 
*  Valse No. 1 03:25 
(  Valse No. 2 05:17 
)  Valse No. 3 03:36 
¡  MAZURKA 02:21

TOTAL TIME: 62:04WORLD PREMIÈRE RECORDINGS
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The second half of the 19th century was a time of upheaval, certainly in Europe. Giuseppe Garibaldi was forging 
the Italian state into its modern form, Otto von Bismarck was striving for a new, unified Germany. The global 
supremacy of Europe was rising to a new magnitude.

Poland did not partake in these developments at the political level, for the simple reason that the Polish 
state had disappeared from the map of Europe in the late 18th century, its lands partitioned among three 
overbearing neighbours: Russia, what was then Austro-Hungary, and Prussian-led Germany. Yet Polish culture 
remained alive, if subdued, and Polish artists partook in the general awakening of national awareness, creating 
works which, while rooted in the European tradition, featured uniquely Polish accents. Maria Szymanowska 
and Fryderyk Chopin in the realm of music... Adam Mickiewicz, Juliusz Słowacki, and Kamil Cyprian Norwid in 
literature... Jan Matejko and Henryk Siemiradzki for the visual arts... These personages may have been Austrian, 
German, or Russian subjects and maintained cosmopolitan lifestyles, but they were Poles at heart, as eloquently 
attested to by their works.

Gostyń, Alfons Szczerbiński’s home town in the western part of Poland then under German control, remained 
on the periphery of these currents. The composer was born on 2 April 1858 to Franciszek, a senior court clerk, 
and Julia née Kostrzewska. His teenage years were spent in the slightly larger town of Śrem (known in German 
as Schrimm) not far away, where he matriculated at the Gymnasium in 1870. Alfons Szczerbiński’s first music 
instructor was most probably an organist by the name of Kraszkiewicz. The boy remained under his tutelage 
only for half a year, but he was already demonstrating creative talents; in fact, Szczerbiński was already jotting 
down musical ideas at the ripe old age of 7, when he composed Phantasy.

Szczerbiński had the good fortune to come of age in a family which loved music, and in an environment where 
intellectual pursuits were encouraged. As a pupil of the Śrem Gymnasium, he took an active part in the musical 
life of the city, appearing as an organist and playing in school concerts. Yet his artistic talents were not matched 
by physical stamina, and his parents – concerned at his persistently weak health – forbade Szczerbiński from 
continuing his education further afield than Śrem.



Only once his father passed away in 1877, and once he graduated from the Gymnasium, did Alfons Szczerbiński 
manage to head out to Berlin. Alas, he cut short his studies at the conservatory after only two years on account 
of financial problems. This disappointment was soon relegated to the past, however; in 1880, at only 22, he 
successfully sat his entrance auditions to the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, playing his own pieces before a 
high commission headed by director Joachim himself. The professors were sufficiently impressed, also by his 
renditions of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Fugues from Das Wohltemperierte Klavier in a variety of keys, that they 
admitted him to the Academy with a scholarship of double the usual amount and a benediction to the effect 
that, someday, he might become the new Beethoven. Szczerbiński duly continued to train as a composer 
under the tutelage of Edward Grell and Waldemar Bargiel, recognised teachers of the time, and completed his 
degree course in 1883.

Upon returning to Poland, Szczerbiński joined the household of Count Plater in Niekłań by Radom, working 
as a music teacher. Far from neglecting his compositional work, he turned out a steady succession of sonatas, 
chamber pieces, and compositions for vocals and piano. He regularly travelled west to visit his family, now 
settled in Śrem.

In 1893, Szczerbiński relocated to Kraków with plans to teach music to children of the aristocratic houses. This 
proceeded well enough, and he did not seem to complain about lack of work, but his ambitions as a composer 
and pianist remained unsatisfied. With time, Szczerbiński seems to have grown discouraged – his application 
for a teaching position at the Kraków Conservatory was rejected, and he was suffering money troubles again – 
and he began contemplating a withdrawal from worldly matters into religion. Father Łubieński, a Redemptorist, 
was doing his best to encourage the musician along this spiritual route. The two had an appointment to meet 
in Stary Sącz for another serious talk during which the friar would presumably renew his exhortations that 
Szczerbiński take his vows. But this was not to be – Szczerbiński suffered fume inhalation from a defective heating 
installation at his Stary Sącz lodgings and, rather than at Father Łubieński’s monastery, ended up at his sister’s 
home back in Śrem, more dead than alive. His health went from bad to worse, and he died on 25 March 1895. 



The name of Alfons Szczerbiński is not a household one outside specialist circles. Of the rare mentions of his 
work in the general press, we might cite this by Dr K. Zieliński, writing in Dziennik Poznański, a daily in the 
western part of the newly independent Poland in which Gostyń and Śrem are located, in an issue from March 
1932:

‘[Szczerbiński’s] outlooks and penchants were of a conservative nature. His talent assumed such an 
orientation already during his preparatory studies, when he developed a marked predilection for the 
works of Bach and of the classics, Haydn and Mozart chief among them. His studies in Berlin, under 
masters such as Bargiel and Grell – representatives of likewise conservative leanings – could only affirm 
him in these convictions of his. Thus, his oeuvre hews to a classic line. His works in bigger formats are 
particularly redolent of the classic masters. The Polish accent is very seldom heard in his works. We 
can discern it in the slow passages of his sonatas, and also in his short pieces, where it manifests itself 
in the effusive, passionate melodics. His Grand Polonaise, composed to mark the anniversary of the  
3 May [1791] Constitution, is suffused with this Polish spirit; this is simply an exception in the oeuvre of 
Szczerbiński, being as it is a piece teeming with virtuoso flights of fancy not heard, certainly not to this 
extent, in his other piano compositions. Here, [Szczerbiński] departs far beyond the classicist framework, 
moving in the direction plotted by Chopin and by Liszt.’

Of course, by the time the cultured readers of Dziennik Poznański were reading these musings, Szczerbiński’s 
heritage had been severely depleted. Many of his compositions did not survive the First World War; as far as 
we can surmise, Szczerbiński himself burned a significant number of his late pieces.

The known oeuvre of Alfons Szczerbiński largely consists of works for piano. Even this relatively modest sampling, 
however, identifies Szczerbiński as a prominent Polish talent in the Romantic mould who took it upon himself 
to compose music for poems by Adam Asnyk, Michał Bałucki, or Friedrich von Matthisson (some of the latter’s 
poems were also set to music by Ludwig van Beethoven and by Franz Schubert).



As far as we can surmise, Szczerbiński composed most, if not all of his pieces for piano within a period of ten 
years. Only a few of his manuscripts are actually dated, and some of these are rough sketches rather than 
finished works. It would be hard to trace any significant evolution between the earlier pieces and the later 
ones. Also, it would be tempting to say that the composer made do with working titles – the majority of 
Szczerbiński’s compositions for piano are entitled simply Chansons sans paroles (‘Songs Without Words’). They 
are redolent of Mendelssohn, Liszt, and Chopin while, at the same time, displaying certain touches which seem 
to be Szczerbiński’s own. In a text published in Przegląd Poznański in 1986, we read:

‘[Bach] appealed to him with his deep harmonic combinations and his logical development of a simple 
musical motif, and Mozart – with that perfect polishing of form and that luminescence and joy of his 
music which Alfons Szczerbiński loved beyond all measure. His piano technique was quite elaborate. 
The collection of Bach Fugues and Preludes entitled Das Wohltemperierte Klavier was his daily bread, 
he played almost all of them from memory [...] His playing was highly artistic, always remarkable for its 
intelligence and diligence.’ 

In death as in life, Alfons Szczerbiński was blessed with a supportive family. On 4 September 1931, the Poznań 
studio of Polish Radio aired a programme dedicated to the composer, and a number of his pieces were performed 
by none other than his niece, the pianist Maria Szczerbińska. It is largely thanks to the latter’s perseverance that 
approximately 65 Szczerbiński compositions (13 in print, the rest in manuscript form) were preserved through 
the wholesale destruction of the Second World War. Maria Szczerbińska’s abiding dream was that, someday, 
her composer uncle might have a homecoming of sorts to Gostyń, in the form of a museum to which she hoped 
to bequeath her treasured family heirlooms. In the event, Szczerbiński’s music is preserved quite nearby, at the 
Święta Góra oratory just outside the Gostyń town limits. Once again, a serendipitous family connection was 
involved: between 1945 and 1948, and again between 1955 and 1958, the monastery of St Philip Neri housed 
at Święta Góra was headed by Stanisław Szczerbiński, whose general love of music which, as it were, is part 
and parcel of his job description as a member of the order was combined with a soft spot for the works of his 
forebear.



Barbara Hesse-Bukowska, the accomplished pianist and teacher – winner of the second prize in the Chopin 
Competition of 1949, had this to say after hearing the premieres of Alfons Szczerbiński’s compositions for piano:

‘Seemingly simple music, not too complicated, but when one listens to a good performance of it, its melodies 
and magnificent feel for phrasing are captivating. As a composer of music for the piano, Szczerbiński is a 
representative of the brillant style. In this, he is not much different from his contemporaries. This wasn’t 
one to forge new paths, one for the avant-garde; rather, he was an earnest, sensitive, and talented artist 
(…) equal in all things to renowned European composers along the lines of Hummel, Field, or the later 
Romantics.’

Wojciech Czemplik
Translated from Polish by Bartek Świetlik
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Polish composer Alfons Szczerbiński was born at a time of upheaval in Europe 
during the second half of the 19th century. A prominent Polish talent in the 
Romantic mould, Szczerbiński was profoundly influenced by the harmonic 
models of Bach, Haydn and Mozart. His surviving music is mostly written for 
the piano but many of his compositions were either lost during the First World 
War or destroyed by the composer himself. Heard here in their world première 
recordings, the Chansons sans paroles are Romantic miniatures that possess 
rich melodic elegance and marvellous phrasal beauty, sometimes redolent of 
Mendelssohn, Chopin or Liszt. 
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